Match Winner 5076 ROWE, KIMBERLY WADSWORTH, OH - USA HM 200 - 18 $50

Match 2nd 5011 SOLLARS, LARRY CUMMING, GA - USA HM 200 - 17 GLASS AWARD

Match 3rd 5219 SKARET, JUSTIN TUCSON, AZ - USA HM 200 - 16 GLASS AWARD

Special Award Winners

1st Any (Met/Any/Optics) 5076 ROWE, KIMBERLY WADSWORTH, OH - USA HM 200 - 18 Berger Gift Certificate

1st Palma Rifle 5219 SKARET, JUSTIN TUCSON, AZ - USA HM 200 - 16 Berger Gift Certificate

Award Winners

HIGH MASTER / MID-RANGE ANY-MET/ANY - Award Winners

1st 5025 - RHYNARD, JON HM 200 - 12 Commemorative Coin

HIGH MASTER / MID-RANGE SERVICE RIFLE - MID-RANGE ANY-OPTICS - Award Winners

1st 5140 - WILSON, JOHN HM 200 - 15 Commemorative Coin

HIGH MASTER / MID-RANGE PALMA RIFLE - Award Winners

1st 5039 - ALTMAN, DANIEL R HM 200 - 15 Commemorative Coin

MASTER / MID-RANGE PALMA RIFLE - MID-RANGE SERVICE RIFLE - Award Winners

1st 5050 - CHURCHILL, ROBERT A MA 198 - 9 Commemorative Coin

MASTER / MID-RANGE ANY-OPTICS - Award Winners

1st 5131 - SPC WALLIZER, BRYANT M, USA RES MU 199 - 12 Commemorative Coin

EXPERT / MID-RANGE PALMA RIFLE - MID-RANGE SERVICE RIFLE - MID-RANGE ANY-OPTICS - Award Winners

1st 5148 - PV2 JACKOVICH, KADE N, USA REG EX 199 - 11 Commemorative Coin

MARKSMAN - SHARPSHOOTER / MID-RANGE PALMA RIFLE - MID-RANGE SERVICE RIFLE - Award Winners

1st 5218 - MAJ BITTNER, BRYAN , USMC RES SS 189 - 9 Commemorative Coin

MARKSMAN - SHARPSHOOTER / MID-RANGE ANY-OPTICS - Award Winners

1st 5042 - PASCUAL, FRANK M SS 189 - 4 Commemorative Coin